Introduction
This report describes a pilot study to develop, initiate the implementation, and document a process to identify computational technology capabilities resident within Argonne National Laboratory to small and medium-sized businesses in the State of Michigan. lt is a derivative of a program entitled "Technology Applications Development Process for the State of Michigan" undertaken by the Industrial Technology Institute and MERRA under funding from the National Institute of Standards and Technology. The overall objective of the latter program is to develop procedures which can facilitate the discovery and commercialization of new technologies for the benefit of small and medium-sized manufacturing firms. Federal laboratories such as Argonne, along with universities, have been identified by the Industrial Technology Institute as key sources of technology which can be profitably commercialized by the target f'n'rns.
Argonne National Laboratory (ANL) is a multi-disciplinary research and development institution operated by the University of Chicago for the U.S. Deparmaent of Energy. Argonne has an aggressive and innovative technology transfer program that transfers technology in a variety of ways, including cooperative Research and Development, contract research, staff exchange, and licensing of inventions. Argonne's key to successful technological transfer is to seek early industrial involvement and follow through with the adaptation and training needed as new technology moves ultimately to the shop floor. Moreover, Argonne has developed extensive links with industry and with economic development organizations at the state, regional and local levels. These ties, combined with its relationships with universities, make Argonne a major resource for the industrial community.
The process of transferring technology from a federal lab to selected industry groups generally requires the following interdependent steps:
(1)
Identification of needs within the industry that can be profitably addressed;
(2) Identification of relevant technology areas and appropriate programs and personnel within the lab;
(3) Identification of potential cooperative projects, contract research projects, or transfer of existing technology that could be brought to bear in the meeting of industry needs;
(4) Development of proposals or contracts to implement the above projects or transfer of technology.
The first two of these steps comprise a prescreening of potential areas of interaction between an industry group such as ITI or MERRA and a national lab or university. Following the screening phase, Step 3 is a project identification phase requiring one-on-one interactions between key technical participants from each organization.
The scope of this project has been limited to developing and documenting the first three steps for the potential application of technology within the broad area of computational science and engineering to areas of importance to small-and met,ium-sized firms in manufacturing and manufacturing-related areas. As a result of the work performed in this pilot study, there are ongoing meetings among ITI, MERRA, and Argonne staff to define technology transfer programs in the areas defined in Step 3. The following paragraphs describe the activities undertaken in this pilot study.
These areas were then scanned by Argonne staff to compare the broad needs of these problem areas in manufacturing with known computational technology areas within the Lab. We then discussed as needed these problem areas with the appropriate program manager within ITI to get further elaboration of industry needs.
Step
2: Identification of Relevant Technology Areas
The scope of this study limited the investigation of technology areas for technology transfer to that of computational science and engineering featuring high performance computing, This area was chosen as the broad technological capability within Argonne to investigate for technology transfer to Michigan firms for several reasons. First, and most importantly, as a multi-disciplinary Laboratory, Argonne has the full range of scientific and engineering skills needed to utilize, leadingedge computing capabilities in many areas of manufacturing.
In support of transferring computational capabilities to various industries, Argonne recently compiled for the State of Illinois a related capabilities matrix for major research and development institutions within Illinois, focusing on computational science and engineering. The institutions included Argonne and Fermilab, the two federally funded national laboratories in Illinois, and eight other universities or computing research centers. The Argonne capabilities matrix, adapted for use in the study herein, is presented as Appendix A. As the matrix shows, Argonne's research programs have substantial components in computational science and engineering, which complement extensive experimental and analytical programs in both the scientific and engineering disciplines, as well as support major initiatives such as the Advanced Photon Source and the Integral Fast Reactor. Since most of the information in Appendix A was developed in the summer of 1991, it is current and readily adaptable for use in matching Argonne capabilities to various industry sector needs.
A second important reason for choosing computational technology is that the Computing and Telecommunications Division of Argonne has had "hands-on" experience in computing and computational technology transfer projects with small to medium-sized, technologically oriented, firms within Illinois. In one particular example, a pilot project was defined to transfer supereomputing technology to Packer Engineering of Naperville, Illinois to model the dynamics of a flexible link and sprocket system for tracked vehicles. Because of the structural and dynamic complexity of link-sprocket systems, ordinary design and analysis v,_ethods are costly and timeconsuming on computers available to small firms, but are ideally suited to Cray-class supercomputers. Using the Automatic Dynamic Analysis of Mechmfical Systems (ADAMS) threedimensional rigid body dynamics code running on the Cray, Argonne and Packer staff modeled the drive sproekeL idler whe_l, Ancl 9_ pin-,"nn,,,-ot,-,_t_ack links of a bulldozer.
The results from this analysis have been used to provide a visualization of the' dynamic behavior of the track system as well as the numerical data on the displacements, velocities, forces, and loads on each component necessary for designing an improved link sprocket system. Since flexible-link and sprocket transmissions similar to those in the computer model are used by nearly all machines or military that convey rotary power, Packer Engineering hopes to use this analysis capability to build their strength in various markets. Industry or military applications include machine tools, industrial automation, high-speed and power transmissions, and automotive components as well as tracked vehicles per se.
Finally, the Computing and Telecommunications Division has active interdisciplinary, interinstitutional programs currently addressing issues that relate to industrial problems that can be solved using computational science and engineering. An example is a project among staff from Argonne National Laboratory, the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign's Center for Supercomputing Research and Development (CSRD), and local f'trms, both large and small. In this project, the Advanced Software Development and Commercialization Project, CSRD and Argonne scientists are involved in the application of software programs to structural problems of interest to a variety of firms including General Motors and Inland Steel. The application of such software programs to problems affecting physical processes in manufacturing is only a slight extension of this ongoing computational technology transfer project, which it should be pointed out, is funded by the Technology Challenge Grant Program of the State of Illinois.
Early Results
A comparison of infomlation in the Technology Needs Report with the Computational Science and Engineering Capabilities Matrix led Argonne investigators to identify several areas for future pursuit with ITI and MERRA program managers. These areas cut across the needs in many of the "Problem Areas" identified earlier (in Step 1). Two areas of computational science identified in the matrix of Appendix A were selected initially by Argonne investigators as obvious areas for further exploration: Material Forming Modeling --Casting (ANL-38) and Structural Analysis (ANL-44). These computational areas have been the subject of past as well as ongoing collaborations between Argonne and various industrial firms. In the casting area, a consortium has been established to develop a computational capability to model the mold-filling and solidification processes used in typical foundry operations.
In the area of Structural Analysis, various Argonne divisions have a number of projects with industrial organizations to model the response of different structures to dynamic loadings. These run the gamut in size and sophistication, and collectively "addressin one form or another, ali of the identified problem areas. The more complicated include nuclear power safety applications, wherein the reactor vessel and related components are subjected to a number of postulated accident scenarios and their structural response calculated. Interestingly, some of the same nonlinear transient finite element analysis techniques here can be used to model the structural vulnerability (crash-worthiness) of automobile vehicles or components in various impact-contact situations. The computational modeling of components and related materials important to automobile structural vulnerability can readily be seen to be of prime importance not only to the automobile manufacturers, but also to their first and second tier suppliers, many of whom are located in the State of Michigan. These m'eas are currently being investigated to determine whether collaborative activities between the relevant Argonne programs and selected Michigan firms can be defined.
A third computational technology area identified as an area of strength within Argonne is related to that of Scientific Visualization (ANL-11). In particular the integration of finite element analysis and computer-aided design (CAD) seemed to be a task that would fall under Problem Areas #7 and #8 (see Step 1) relating to CAD issues. Fundamentally, CAD and finite element analysis (FEA) deal with the representation of complex geometries using discrete surface and interior points along with a connectivity. While an opportunity to link the technologies, e.g. by creating an FEA input file using a CAD program, is possible and in many cases desirable, it is not always exploited. Many small companies using CAD for product design and conceptualization do not use finite element analysis. Large organizati,.)ns like Boeing, however, have recognized the value of integrating CAD and FEM. One commercial software package I-DEAS from Structural Dynamics Research Company (SDRC) does provide integration between the two technologies, but at the expense of being restructured for the computational platforms supported by SDRC. In a discussion with Argonne computational scientist Edward Plaskacz, ITI program manager Thomas Phelps observed that the best contribution a national lab could probably make would be to focus on tools for handling the big problems. This is also being investigated as a possible area of collaboration.
A fourth area identified relates to Database Management (ANL-6) but also involves advanced computing methods that cut across a number of high performance computing areas. Creation of databases documenting tool life and operating conditions is an essential cornerstone of so-called factorial studies where ali factors believed to influence the outcome of a process are studied from a statistical viewpoint. Statistical neural networks have been used to determine "ideal values" needed for each factor for similar process engineering studies. One such statistical neural network implementation was a study to avoid "thin film" circuit cracking during installation. Process engineers collected statistical data on 17 parameters involved in the fabrication of thin film circuits as input to a neural networ'... The network was then trained on the basis of this learning set to accurately predict the number of cracks during fabrication. Once the network had been trained, it was operated in reverse. The number of ciacks was input and the network computed values for the parameters that result in minimal cracking of "thin film" circuits during assembly. In a similar manner, neural networks may be constructed relating tool-life to operating parameters. This, of course, cuts across many of the identified problem areas.
Observations and Recommendations i
Although the scope of this study has been limited to investigating a process for applying computational technologies within national labs to manufacturing-related issues important to small and medium-sized fh'ms, we can make a number of generic recommendations which will significantly facilitate the screening phases of effecting technology transfer.
Develop an Effective Industry Needs Statement
An industry group such as Industrial Technology Institute or MERRA representing a large group of firrns within an industry sector has a difficult job in effectively identifying and compiling the i needs of its constituents in effecting technology transfer. The information provided should be specific enough for technical personnel from the labs, universities, or other outside organizations to determine the relevance of related R&D activities. On the other hand, a needs statement for an industry sector comprising several hundred or even thousands of relatively small firms cannot identify the specific needs of each of its constituents. Thus, a fair amount of work must be done to collapse the individual needs of participating firms into generic categories amenable to solution from products or spinoffs of activities in R&D centers. The resulting Needs Statement will have value not only in identifying technology transfer possibilities but in explaining the mission of the industry group to existing or future affiliates and various funding agenmes.
The technology needs report cited earlier was useful in providing a general introduction to a rather diverse group of manufacturing-related problem areas. However, it would be very beneficial to have a report that was both more comprehensive and more detailed. While we were able to use the cited needs report to match at a very high level technological areas of Laboratory strength with the identified problem areas, a more refined delineation would facilitate a one.to-one matching of inpiace Laboratory programs to much more specifically-defined needs. This would, of course, greatly expedite the subsequent technology transfer steps. From the perspective of an industry group such as ITI or MERRA, it would seem to be very beneficial to have a readily available database that matched the needs or potential needs of affiliated companies to the identified need categories.
Develop Technology Capability Matrix (Federal Laboratories and Universities)
The expertise in a particular technology is generally widely dispersed in a federal lab and probably even more so in a major university. Unless a matrix of the type used in this report is available, it is likely that potential areas of expertise will be missed in the initial screening of applicable R&D activities. The matrix provided in Appendix A was the result of a considerable amount of work by the members of the Computing and Telecommunications Division of Argonne. But it also required contributions and careful review from most of twenty odd programmatic divisions at the Laboratory. In short, the compilation of this matrix was a major effort --but without such a screening, with its concomitant level of detail, the opportunity for missing a relevant R&D activity is great. Often the technology transfer office within a federal lab has only broad, rather general descriptions and concomitant knowledge of the capabilities within the programmatic divisions available for their use in facilitating technology transfer. In fact, to our knowledge, the matrix used in this project is unique. A brief summary of those vehicles through which Argonne works with industry is provided below. The most appropriate vehicle will of course depend on the technical goals of the collaboration as well as the alignment of these goals with DOE's technical mission.
Ensure Mechanisms for

Consortia and Alliances.
In addition to one-on-one interactions, Argonne works with industry on a group basis and has formed consortia and alliances involving industry and universities in several technical areas. These areas currently include metal casting, advanced ceramics, high-temperature superconductivity, supercomputing, and biotechnology.
Cooperative Research and Development Agreement (CRADA) . A CRADA allows federal laboratories to do cost-shared research with private companies and other organizations, including universities. It is a cost-shared agreement under which Argonne and the company contribute personnel, equipment, and facilities to a cooperative effort. The CRADA was created specifically for cooperative R&D, with the interests of the private sector in mind. Key features include the withholding of sensitive data for up to five years.
Cost-shared Contracts/Subcontracts. These contracts for joint work are tailored to meet specific company needs and may involve cash or in-kind arrangements. The effort must be mutually beneficial to the company and the government. Each partner generally keeps the intellectual property developed and shares information.
Industry Exchange Programs.
Private companies may exchange staff with Argonne for mutually beneficial growth in specific R&D areas. Industry exchanges are paid by some combination of funds from industry and Argonne. Exchange periods range from six months to one year.
Licensing of Inventions and Copyrighting of Computer Programs
. Argonne inventions and software are available for licensing or copyrights. Argonne's work produces many innovative ideas with commercial potential. As these are reported, they are reviewed for technical feasibility, value to industry, and the more promising are identified for commercialization with preference to U.S. industry.
Research Facilities. Certain research facilities may be accessed by private companies and universities. Facilities are available on a nonproprietary basis, where no fee is charged for projects that meet a set of criteria, or a proprietary basis, where the user is billed.
Work for Others.
Under a sponsor-funded contract, the laboratory performs work fo_ __ivate industry. Some restrictions apply: the lab cannot compete with private industry and the effort must fit the lab's mission. Intellectual property rights are generally offered to the sponsor. Finally I as identified in this report, institutions such as Argonne can bring _esources to bear that extend beyond that of computing and computation, Argonne has been given the charge b.ythe Department of Energy to make technology transfer to industry an integral part of its mission. As a Laboratory, it has enthusiastically welcomed this change. , mi'r'_, '" mtl'r rFI ]lllr'p*tr'_T_ll'riP 
Summary of High-Performance Computing Capabilities at Argonne National Laboratory
The foUowing information complements the matrix at your left in summarizing high-performance computing capabilities and activities at Argonne National Laborato .ry. In view of current U.S. challenges for more efficient energy sources, environmental and medical improvements, meteorological studies, advancements in industrial designs, and overall national security, no capabilities or activities are more essential to the continued evolution and improvement of our environment than the computational research described below.
AREA KEY CAPABILITIES AND ACTIVITIES
Pr_£ram Components
High Performance
Computing Systems
Research for Future ANL-1 Argonne has joined several leading U.S. research institutions in 
Generation Systems
Distributed Visualization
See ANL-l 1 and 12.
Computational Science and Engineering Applications
Biology and Life Sciences
ComputationalBiology
ANL-13
Argonne is investigating the use of logic programming techniques and automated reasoning for the study of RNA, We have developed a logic programming toolkit that ha._been used to design a tailored computer search of the secondary, structure of an RNA molecule. We are also investigating the use of logic programming to find the most reliable signature positions of the ribosome in coli. ("Signatures" are features within the ribosomal sequence that characterize certain groupings or phylogenetic subgroups of bacteria.) In the area of high-performance computing, Argonne is studying the potential of parallel processing for large-scale numerical computations in molecular biology. To date, this work has led to the design and validation of a parallel algorithm that successfully aligns RNA sequences.
Radiation Biology ANL-14
Argonne's radiation biology programs integrate results from a broad specmarn of studies, with the goals of clarifying the basic processes in cancer induction and developing unifying concepts of radiation damage. Chemical studies examine events that occur at the cellular and molecular levels during processes such as tumor development, cell differentiation., genetic change, and cell response to toxicants. With the objective of gaining additional insight into the complex radiation effects in biology, Argonne researchers are also studying the underlying physics and chemistry in interactions of iomzing radiation with matter. The current research program involves two main areas: ( 1) determining and compiling accurate cross-section data of electron-atoms/molecules/surfaces and ion-atoms/molecules/surfaces collisions and (2) developing and refining electron/ion transport theory, which is the fundamental theory for desc'ribing electron/ion behavior in terms of space and energy in matter.
StructuralBiology
ANL-29
Research in structural biology seeks to determine the structure of macromolecules, as a step toward understanding the relationship between the form and function of molecules in living matter. In 
Condensed-Matter Physics
Crystal Growth NU-49 Crystals have long been known to be composed of pariodically repeating packing units. Since it is impossible to make a periodic structure with fivefolcl symmetry, crystals with fivefold symmetry have been assumed to be impossible, The discovery of solids with fivefold symmetry--but with crystalline diffraction pauerns--has provided a puzzle to physicists interesled in the structure of materials. The Materials Science Division, in collaboration with Northwestern University, has been simulating various models for these "quasicrystals," The properties of these models ate then compared with the measured properties of quasicrystalline materials, to understand better the structure of this intriguing new state of matter. These models suggest that the quasicrystal structure is stabilized by the high entropy available because of the large number of possible arrangements, rather than by special interactions that make. the and precision of environmental sampling networks as a function of network size, These methods will include methods of combinatorial optimization such as simulated annealing to the problem of selecting an optimal subset of sampling locations for application to environmental surveys and will involve the design of efficient algorithms for sequential and parallel implementations,
Ocean Circulation
See AN L-22,
Simulation
High Energy Physics
Quantum Chromodynamics ANL-_ Theoretical research in high energy physics encompasses quantum chromodynamics and the application of advanced computing techniques to lattice gauge theory. The resulting simulations of the dynamic behavior of mixed quantum-classical particles involve using a split.operator technique (to handle the time.evolution operator for the electron wavefunction) to accommodate the kinetic energy in momentum space and the potential energy in real space, while using three-dimensional Fourier transforms to make the transformation between real and momentum space, This technique is the only one currently that can reveal the dynamic behavior of the quantum particle as well as the behavior of the classical system, One Argonne project involves (1) computing masses of strongly interacting particles (hadrons) from fundamental quantum chromodynamics, (2) studying the thermodynamics of quantum chromodynamics, particularly the chiral phase transition of nuclear matter at high temperatures, and (3) studying the strong coupling phase transition of quantum electrodynamics and determining the properties of the chiral symmetry broken phase, t Detector Design ANL-24 Argonne researchers are using Supeq'conducttng Super Collider detector simulation programs to provide critical evaluations of the potential performance of the proposed d_tector, Currently, they are reconsta'uctil_g data from large detectors to determine properties of particles produced in a collision. The resulting datasets will be scanned repeatedly with modest processing to produce graphics displays of physics quantities, (See also ANL-25,)
Accelerator Design and ANL-25 Argonne carries out both experimental and theoretical Simulation research in particle physics, Much of this research is concerned with the development of large.scale detector facilities constructed and used in collaboration with university physicists, at particle accelerators located ! elsewhere, notably at Fermilab and at the HERA t-p collider being built in Hamburg, Germany. This _.celerator-based program is focused on i searches for new particles and particle states, as well as upon studies of quarks and gluons and their fragmentation into jets of hadrons, Advanced accelerat_ research and development, concentrates on the use _' of wakefields for high gradient acceleration. In odaer major experiements, conducted in an underground laboratory in the Soud_m _i Iron Mine in Minnesota, Argonne searches a,r proton decay and at stable-matter quarks, II -. Currently, ANL is developing alternative approaches to improve the capability to deal with the t_lectronic structure of larger systems, i including parallelization, advanced optimization algoritluns, advanced oigensystc'm approaches, basis set modifications, and altc'anative g-! formulations i_f density functional theory such as path-integral methods, i Neutron.Scattering Research ANL.30 Involving in part the study of electronic structure, the lnmnse Pulsed Neutron Source (IPNS) is a national user facility for neutroll-_attering research, Research is under way in IPNS to examine the structure of such materials as high-_emperature supercond_tctors, alloys, composites, polymers, the myelin sheath that insulates nerve cells, catalysts used in oil refining, and materials for advanced energy technologies. Recently developed instruments are being used to study properties near the surfaces of magnetic and polymeric materials and the structure of liquid and noncrystalline materials. High priority is placed on making the facility and its instruments as easy and as convenient as possible fol visiting .scientists to use through ancillary equipment and computer facilities, The full-time activities of eight to ten scientific assistants and associates help users in carrying out experiments and in collecting and analyzing data. The ten neutr{,n scattering instnmlents produce large quantities of data that must be analyzed in a timely manner. In numerical linear algebra, efforts focus on the development of algorithms and software for solving large sparse-matrix problems on parallel machines, In particular, we are developing efficient software for orthogonal decompositions and variants of the conjugate gradient and Lanczos algorithms, The goal is to produce algorithms and software that are well suited for large-scale parallel environments and that can be used to solve numerically difficult problems reliably (as well as numerically easy problems with great speed), These characteristics are crucial for the study of til-posed problems that arise in many applications (e,g,, reservoir modeling and atmospheric temperature profiles), A major achievement has been the development of the LANZ software package for solving the large, sparse, symmetric generalized eigenproblem on vector supercomputers and shared-memory parallel computers, This problem is of significant practical importance in, for example, struc' lral engineering where tt arises tn the vibration and buckling problems, Our efforts in numerical linear algebra also involve development of efficient, Argonne Fresently performs reactor physics analysis usLng whole-core three-dimensional nodal diffusion and transport calculations. These calculatmns are applied to many problems, including (1) the determination of reactor feedback coefficients and their effects on transient and safety performance and (2) depletion simulations used to minimize high-level waste, optimize fuel cycle economics, or minimize control rod requirements. The cross sections used are produced by the collision probability integral transport method, incorporating uniquely complete spectral detail. In the resonance ranges, such detail can be crucial to the fidelity of the analyses. Work on other methods will provide (1) a full-core three-dimensional discrete ordinates transport capable to account better for large-scale heterogeneities and (2) a subassembly transport capability to produce subassembly or pin-cell cross sections forcomplicated heterogeneous subassembly designs (e.g., 
Bulk Solids and Surfaces
Structural Engineering
Fatigue and Failure
See ANL-4 I.
Analysis Earthquake Analysis
See ANL-40 and 4 I. 
Crashworthiness
ANL-43
In studies of c-rashworthiness, impact, and penetration, it is not unusual for an analysis to require 100 hours of CPU time on current production supercomputers despite the simplicity of the models being studied. It is difficult to obtain blocks of time this large in a production envirorunent. Weeks often pass before the results of a single simulation are obtained.
Coupled with the iterative nature of the design process, the simulation task may stretch into months. Consequently, the role of such simulations in engineering decisions is impaired and the scope of design options severely restructed to meet industrial time schedules. Attention has focused on high-performance computer architectures as effective avenues for bridging the gap between computational needs and the power of computational hardware. With these powerful tools at their disposal, engineers would be able to tackle sophisticated simulations that are currently intractable without the use of empirical data and the separate modeling of each region of the problem to break the problem up into models that are manageable. 
